Feels Full When it’s Empty, Feels Empty When it’s Full

Red Square is a major node on campus that hosts the intersection of three major 2 minor axes of pedestrian traffic as well as being above campus’ largest parking lot, where visitors park and get their first impressions of the University of Washington.

Unfortunately, there are several impediments keeping this space from becoming an inclusive and connected hub of campus:

**Impediments**
- No Accessibility (Stairs only)
- Hidden, Uncomfortable Garage Entrance
- Uninviting Pedestrian Entrance
- Slippery, Partially Activated, Baren Landscape

**Goals**
- Increase ADA Accessibility
- Better Wayfinding Between Garage and Square
- Create a Meaningful West Entrance
- Better Use of Space and Greenery

**Program**
- Heavy use of the Performing Arts
- Garden/Grove of Regent Stake in many spots
- Side for concerts
- Additional ramp improves ADA mobility and interaction in the space
- Vegetation and a green wall make the space more inviting and add variety

Plan

Garage Connection to Red Square

Concrete platforms with wooden decking
Grading for water direction to garage planter
Stairs for direct connection to Red Square
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Paving
Platform with Central Access to Garage Vignettes